ELECTRIC & GUITAR ACCESSORIES

GUITAR CABLE

SM8SL
SM8RD
SP6BL
SP6YW
SP6PK
SJ6BR
SJ6BK

PRO STAGE SERIES
All IBANEZ guitar cables are used very dense construction (130 strands) for good frequency response and lower noise and hum problem.
All cord colors and plugs are coordinated for different fashion of music.

METAL : SM8SL, SM8RD
LENGTH : 8m
For HEAVY METAL musician.
Bloody red and rivet silver are available.

POP : SP6BL, SP6YW, SP6PK
LENGTH : 6m
For POP musician.
Pastel blue, yellow and pink are available.

JAZZ : SJ5BK, SJ5BR
LENGTH : 5m
For JAZZ & FUSION musician.
Mat black and brown are available.

STANDARD SERIES
This series is designed for cost performance.
There are styles available for straight and coil.

L6, R6
LENGTH : 6m
**Connection Cable**

**Recording Pro**
Inner conductor comprised of 260 strands which never used before. This conductor achieved the widest frequency response and not losing any character of original sound. IBANEZ guarantees those cable will satisfy all recording professionals.

- RP5 : LENGTH-5m
- RP3 : LENGTH-3m
- RP1 : LENGTH-1m

**Recording Standard**
Inner conductor comprised of 130 strands.

- RS5 : LENGTH-5m
- RS3 : LENGTH-3m
- RS1 : LENGTH-1m

**Patch**
- PC2 : CORES-130 STRANDS
- PC4 : CORES-20 STRANDS

**Connection Tag**
CT1 : color-RED, GREEN and YELLOW

**Midi Cord**
- MD30 : LENGTH-3m
- MD10 : LENGTH-1m
- MD3 : LENGTH-0.3m

**Power Supply Cord**
The DC4 and DC2 operates as an extention cord to power up to "IBANEZ POWER SERIES" EFFECTS from one AC adapter.
- DC4 : 1 in 4 out style
- DC2 : 1 in 2 out style

**Adapter Cord**
- MAC1 : STEREO mini plug to 1/4" phone plug
- MAC2 : RCA x 2 jack to 1/4" phone plug